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Article abstract-In patients with Parkinson’s disease who had never previously been treated with any antiparkinsonism drug, we studied the effects of L-dopa on ballistic arm abduction movement in a step-tracking task. L-Dopa treatment increased the mean velocity of the initial movement towards the target without loss of accuracy and with improved motor performance under open-loop conditions. Performance also improved in motor tasks with expected perturbation. EMG patterns of arm abduction movements showed abnormal features in untreated patients and improved after L-dopa treatment. NEUROLOGY (Cleveland) 1984;34:868-76



Human ballistic arm abduction movements: Effects of L-dopa treatment in Parkinson’s disease Albert0 Baroni, Francesco Benvenuti, Laura Fantini, Tito Pantaleo, and Flora Urbani with back support; they looked at a translucent In patients with Parkinson’s disease, the most disscreen that was slightly below eye level, about 60 cm tinctive feature of bradykinesia is slowness of away. All the subjects were right-handed and used which may be due to impaired prethat hand to grasp a movable handle, keeping the programming of ballistic movements that exceed a arm extended and mechanically unsupported. Some certain a m p l i t ~ d e . The ~ . ~ impairment is especially tonic activity was recorded in the studied muscles, evident in movements performed during step-trackthe intensity of which presented a certain degree of ing tasks under open-loop conditions, ie, tasks in variability both in control subjects and in parkinsowhich the response marker (visualguide) disappears nian patients, probably owing to variations in subfor a while after the target has jumped, so that the initial movement is carried out without visual con- jects’ posture determined by differences in body size and consequently in arm position. This activity usutrol.6 ally assumed the aspect of ongoing tremor in patients The EMG pattern of rapid or ballistic movement (see Results). is characterized by a triphasic pattern of alternating activity in the agonist and antagonist m u ~ c l e s . ~ - ~ ~The handle was connected mechanically to an incandescent bulb that projected a 5-mm-diameter The EMG patterns of ballistic movements in patients with Parkinson’s disease are abnorma1.*J2J3 spot (responselight) onto the translucent screen and could slide along a horizontal track; any horizontal All previous studies on ballistic actions in Parkindisplacement of the handle produced an equal horison’s disease were carried out on treated patients. zontal displacement of the response light. Two addiSince L-dopa treatment decreasesrigidity and bradytional 5-mm-diameter spots of light, 10 cm apart kinesia,I4the question arises whether and how this (target lights), could be projected onto the same drug acts on motor control of ballistic movements. screen on a parallel line slightly above the response We therefore studied parkinsonian patients who had light itinerary. They could be switched in turn, by a never been treated with any antiparkinsonism drug. remote control, at 3- to 6-second intervals, and only Some of t h e results have been published one of the two target lights was on at any time. The elsewhere.15,16 experimental room lights were dimmed, and a metalMethods. The experiments were carried out on lic cover prevented the subjects from seeing the right arm. seven healthy control subjects (three men and four The subjects were required to align the response women, aged 34 to 68 years; mean age 54.7) and six light with whichever target light was on; they were untreated patients with Parkinson’s disease (four continually urged to perform this “as rapidly and as men and two women, aged 48 to 72; mean age 57.8) accurately as possible.” Only the movements of the with various degrees of motor disability as assessed right hand toward the right target light were considclinically17(table 1).All gave informed consent. ered, ie, arm abduction movements that involved the We used a device (figure 1) that was secured to a deltoid muscle (posterior fibers) as agonist and the desk. The subjects were seated in a comfortablechair
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Table 1. Clinical assessment of disability in patients with Parkinson’s disease before and after treatment with L-dopa Tremor Subjects



Age



Sex



Before



After



1 2



62 51



M M



3 4 5 6



48 57 61 62



F F M M



Moderate Moderate (only in left hand) Moderate Moderate Moderate None



Mild Mild (only in left hand) Mild Moderate Moderate None



Rigidity Before After



PECTORALIS MAJOR EMG DELTOID EMG



, OF LIGHTS



I



MOVEABLE HANDLE



d



l



TRANSLUCENT SCREEN -TARGET



Bradykinesia Before After



Moderate Moderate



Mild Slight



Moderate Moderate



Mild Very slight



Moderate Mild Moderate Mild



Mild Mild Mild Slight



Mild Mild Moderate Mild



None None Mild Very slight



I



I



LIGHTS 4



LEAF SPRING RESISTENCE



pectoral major muscle as antagonist. This kind of movement was similar to one studied by Angel et al?J8J9who used a different apparatus. Part of the movement may have been carried out by external rotation of the humerus (infraspinatus muscle),I8 but the movement seemed to be pretty stereotyped and certainly involved the deltoid and pectoral. In aiming tasks of this sort, subjects may be thought of as performing chiefly through the sensory-motor system, which functions as an error-correcting servomechanism, or closed-loop system, in which actions are initiated and regulated by sensory information of various kinds.6 Although sensory information from the moving arm is present in the experiments reported here, our study is directed toward the regulation of movement at a higher level, when visual observation of the target or of the response marker controls the motor act. In the situation reported above, the subject can use the visual guide to perform the task; this is the closed-loop condition. With an appropriate remote control set-



Figure 1. The experimental setup.



ting, it was possible to make the response light go off for 1,110 ms when the right target light was turned on; in this condition, at least for a while, no visual cues were available for guiding the hand. This is a visual open-loop condition of the kind described by Flowers.6 In addition, a perturbation could be inserted at a preset point at about 43 mm from the left target light. This perturbation consisted of a leaf-spring (220 mN/mm) that met the cylindrical base of the handle (loading) and left it (unloading) after a run of about 14 mm. In preliminary trials, progressively increasing loads were applied to the handle in the starting position by a device consisting of a pulley-wheel and an inelastic cord to which a number of standard weights were attached in turn. The minimum weight needed to overcome the obstacle was 280 grams. In motor tasks with expected perturbation, the spring was left inserted for all the trials, and patients were made aware of it. In this way, an expectation of the occurrence and magnitude of the perturbation was July 1984 NEUROLOGY 34 869
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induced during preliminary trials, which patients performed to familiarize themselves with this kind of task (see below). The instructions were the same as for tasks without perturbation. Thus, to conclude, we studied three experimental conditions: (1) visual closed-loop, (2) visual open-loop, and (3) visual closed-loop with expected perturbation. A rest period of 10 to 15 minutes was scheduled between different trials. Hand movement was monitored as changing voltage by a linear potentiometer connected to the movable handle; the signal was led to one DC channel of a conventional multipen recorder. Switching target and response lights on and off was also displayed on the recorder (figure2). Muscle action potentials were recorded by disk surface electrodes (8-mm diameter), placed 3 cm apart on the pectoral major muscle and on the posterior portion of the deltoid muscle. These potentials were fed to the pen recorder through two separate AC amplifiers. Paper speed was set at 60 mm/s. For each subject, 10 successive trials were recorded in each kind of motor task after brief practice (10 to 15 trials) sufficient to make the subject understand the task. Patients were tested before and 25 to 30 days after starting drug treatment (L-dopa, 0.25-0.50 grams daily with carbidopa). Individual and global means, variances, and standard errors were calculated. Data were treated with two-way analyses of variance with replications for patients with Parkinson’s disease. Student’s t tests for paired samples were used in the comparison between closed-loop and open-loop conditions, as well as between the number of grossly impaired movements before and after treatment in trials with expected perturbation. Movements were considered “grossly impaired” if we observed that, when perturbation occurred, the movement of the handle was



completely or temporarily arrested.



Results. Controls. In kinematic observations of the controls (table 2), there were no significant differences in spatiotemporal measurements of movement under closed-loop and open-loop conditions. Moreover, there were no significant variations of motor performance when an expected perturbation was included in the task. After the practice period in this kind of task (see Methods), all subjects could perform movements without any impairment; there was no change in velocity or arrest that corresponded to the perturbation. During fast arm abduction, the EMG pattern was characteristic of ballistic movement (figure 2). In response to the appearance of the target light, the first EMG change was inhibition of tonic activity in the antagonist (PI). Then, EMG activity usually consisted of a triphasic pattern of sequential bursts, first in the agonist (Dl),then in the antagonist (Pl), and then in the agonist again (D2). D1 occurred before the movement started; during the movement, only the antagonist muscle was active. Reciprocal inhibition, therefore, was seen in relation to each burst, but the inhibitory effects usually occurred before the beginning of each burst. The last agonist burst and the corresponding silent period in the antagonist muscle failed to occur in 22.8% of all performed trials. There was marked variability of the EMG of the fast arm abduction movement under visual closed-loop conditions (70 trials in seven subjects). The least variable characteristic was duration of D1 (table 3). During expected perturbations, there were no alterations in execution of movement, and the EMG maintained the characteristic triphasic pattern of ballistic movements. The EMG patterns under open-



Table 2. Fast arm abduction movement in control subjects



I Visual closed loop Mean ? SE Reaction time (ms) Duration of initial movement (ms)* Mean velocity of initial movement (mm s I ) Duration of total motor performance (ms)t Error of initial movement (mm)



Visual open loop Mean ? SE



Task with expected oerturbation visual closed loop ? SE Mean



330



5.4



332



6.0



330



3.7



316



6.0



319



5.1



319



6.2



352



8.7



352



5.9



369



10.1



442



17.0



501



23.8



477



20.6



-6



0.6



-3



0.5



+3



0.6



* Visual closed LOOP and visual open k i ~ pthe : time from the start o f the response until it abruptly changed slope or stopped. Tusk with vxpected ppi-turbotion. the time from the start of the response until it changed slope abruptly or stopped after overcoming the obstacle. t The sum of the duration of the initial movement plus that of corrective movements. Ten replications in seven subjects.
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Table 3. Some EMG variables of fast arm abduction movement in control subjects (in ms) Visual closed loop Mean (ms) f SE Time to onset of PI Duration of PI Time to onset of D1 Duration of D1



188 152 214 108



A Pectoralis malor



4.5 3.2 4.8 2.3



Target llght on



\



Lights P I Pectoralis major muscle inhibition. D1 First burst of activity in deltoid muscle. Ten replications in seven subjects.



loop conditions were not consistently different from those observed under closed-loop conditions. Patients with Parkinson’s disease. The known variability of severity in Parkinson’s disease was confirmed by clinical (table 1)and kinematic observations (see the level of significance reported under “Patients” in tables 4, 5, and 6). The variability of response to treatment was shown by the significance levels of the ratio of interaction variance to replication variance, especially under open-loop conditions and in trials with perturbation (tables 4 , 5 , and 6.) After treatment, all patients showed less rigidity and bradykinesia (table 1).Correspondingly, L-dopa treatment increased the mean velocity of the initial movement (tables 4 , 5 , and 6), with shorter duration of the initial movement and no significant variation in accuracy. Motor performance of untreated patients was significantly worse under visual open-loop conditions than under closed-loop conditions: switching off the response light when the target light was turned on increased the duration of total motor performance, ie, the sum of the duration of the initial movement plus that of corrective movements (p < 0.05), and decreased the mean velocity of the initial movement (p < 0.05), without significant difference in accuracy. On the contrary, no significant differences were found after treatment in spatiotemporal measurements of movements under visual closed-loop and open-loop conditions. Expected perturbation impaired motor performance of untreated patients. The duration of the initial movement toward the target was measured from the start of the response until it changed slope abruptly or stopped after overcoming the obstacle, and included the delay induced by the perturbation. After L-dopa treatment, the duration of both initial movement and total motor performance decreased, whereas the mean velocity of the initial movement increased. Furthermore, the number of grossly impaired movements i n 10 successive trials decreased from (mean rt_ standard error) 6 & 2 to 2.3 2 1 (p < 0.05), with a mean difference of 3.7 f 1. In four patients, postural EMG activity at rest (ie, when grasping the handle, before the beginning of
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Position



Humerus



B Pectoralis meior



Target light on Response light off Lights Position



\h



Humerus



.abduction



Response light on



1 I f



Figure 2. Ballistic arm abduction movements of a control subject: EMGs of pectoralis major and deltoid muscles show the characteristic ballistic pattern, consisting of a single cycle of alternating activity in the agonist and antagonist muscles. A: visual closed-loop conditions. B: visual open-loop conditions, obtained by switching off the response light at the instant the target light was turned on.



the movement; see Methods) looked like ongoing tremor with a frequency of 3.7 to 7.4 Hz, often close to 5 Hz.In all untreated patients, EMG during arm abduction movements did not display the characteristic features seen in normal subjects. Instead, there was a sequence of successive bursts of activity (two or more, and up to seven) in the agonist muscle, sometimes with alternating bursts of activity in the antagonist (figures 3 and 4). Agonist activity usually presented multiple (generally two) bursts of low intensity (sometimes with progressively increasing intensity) before or at the onset of the motor response, usually continuing during the movement. The frequency of bursting was usually similar to that of tremor at rest, but multiple bursts were also seen in patients who had no tremor. After the movement, the intensity of burst activity usually decreased to baseline activity at rest. Long-lasting antagonist July 1984 NEUROLOGY 34 871
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Table 4. Effects of L-dopatreatment on rapid arm abductionmovement in patients with Parkinson’s disease (visual closed loop) Mean f SE Before After Reaction time (ms) Duration of initial movement (ms)* Mean velocity of initial movement (mm s-I) Duration of total motor performance (ms)t Error of initial movement (mm)



372 f 10 387 t 12



395 f 13 326 f 10



242 f 8



Sources of variation (mean sauares) Therapy Patients Interaction Replications (df = 5) (df = 5) (df = 108) (df = 1) 17,401 109,022$



74,760s 31,193s



8,029 13,152$



5,234 5,668



295 f 8



83,794s



63,919s



3,379



1,465



532 f 31



483 f 29



70,956



674,274s



52,891



26,293



-8 f 3



-7 f 1



7



2,3009



265



186



* a n d t: See table 2. I:p < 0.05. I p < 0.01. The significance tests were based on the ratios of the following values: therapy variance to residual variance after patients (df 1;113);patients’ variance to replication variance (df 5; 108); interaction variance to replication variance (df 5; 108).



Table 5. Effects of L-dopatreatment on rapid arm abduction movement in patients with Parkinson’s disease (visual open loop)



Mean f SE Before After Reaction time (ms) Duration of initial movement (ms)* Mean velocity of initial movement (mm s ’) Duration of total motor performance (ms)t Error of initial movement (mm)



Sources of variation (mean squares) Therapy Patients Interaction Replications (df = 5) (df = 108) (df = 1) (df = 5)



386 f 11 454 f 21



391 f 9 328 t 9



6,705 469,6264



104,778s 83,754s



14,154s 64,694s



1,482 11,040



198 k 10



290 f 10



246,160s



77,131s



21,309s



2,324



802 f 95



459 f 35



3,157,7094



2,723,5729



572,6874



183,736



9,2289



962$



23 1



-13 t 4



-6 k 3



1,242



* and t: See table 2. I: p < 0.05.



5 p < 0.01. For the significance tests, see table 4



Table 6. Effects of L-dopa treatment on rapid arm abduction movement in patients with Parkinson’s disease (task with expected perturbation-visual closed loop) Mean f SE Before After Reaction time (ms) Duration of the initial movement (ms)* Mean velocity of initial movement (mm s-l) Duration of total motor performance (ms)? Error of initial movement (mm)



I



Sources of variation (mean squares) Therapy Patients Interaction Replications (df = 1) (df = 5) (df = 5) (df = 108)



427 t 15 673 t 60



395 k 15 426 TL 22



33,970 1,832,4944



145,O189 638,980§



6,296 306,811s



7,970 90,997



180 t 14



253



TL 12



164,057s



145,515s



11,482$



3,774



1043 +- 79



608 k 42



5,729,944s



1,185,557s



-8 t 3



-6 k 2



576



4,616s



258,704 1,7055



* and t: See table 2. $ p < 0.05.



I p < 0.01. For the significance tests, see table 4.
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199,125 227



P



I



A



Figure 3. A r m abduction movements in a patient with Parkinson’s disease. I n each row on the left are visual closedloop conditions and on the right visual open-loop conditions. For organization of the traces and explanatory details, see figure 2. A: before treatment; B: 30 days after the beginning of L-dopa treatment. I n comparison with A, a more prominent initial agonistic activity (before and just at the onset of movement) is present, characterized by two high bursts. A tendency to agonist inhibition during the initial movement itself is present. Calibration: 500 ms; 0.5 mV; 10 cm.



inhibition (PI), rarely interrupted by any burst of activity, was common (eg, figure 3), but sometimes it was not seen because the bursting continued. In two patients (subjects 2 and 5 of table l),a clearly discontinuous motor response corresponded to the discontinuous burst activity of the agonist (figure 3). However, movements of the other patients were smooth despite discrete bursts in the agonist during the movement. In motor tasks with perturbation, a more intense activity of the agonist followed the perturbation during the slowing down or arrest of movement; the number of bursts ranged from one to several, according to the duration of the altered movement. Antagonist activity was usually inhibited, alternating with agonist activity only after the overcoming of the obstacle (figure 4). After L-dopa treatment, the EMG patterns showed more definite initial activity of the agonist before or at the onset of motion (figures 3 and 4). This activity was characterized by a major burst or by two (rarely, three) successive bursts of high intensity. Burst activities in the same subject before and after treatment were not directly comparable, because they were recorded in separate sessions. Thus, only relative changes of burst intensities were checked in each record, comparing burst amplitudes before, during, and after movement. After treatment,



records showed a relative increase in the agonist activity before or at the onset of the movement, whereas antagonist activity was more inhibited during movement; the initial activity alone often seemed to be responsible for almost all the motor performance. The number of agonist bursts necessary to accomplish the movement was reduced in all subjects and the reduction was sometimes dramatic (figure4). The EMG patterns became similar to those of ballistic movements in normal subjects.



Discussion. Healthy subjects. Kinematic data show that neither open-loop conditions nor the presence of the perturbation significantly impaired motor performance of control subjects. In particular, load variation due to the perturbation was not a serious impediment to execution of the task. The possibility to develop during the movement a sufficient kinetic energy to overcome the load, including friction between the spring and the base of the handle, is highly dependent on the velocity of movement. Given the relatively high velocity of movement in control subjects, the obstacle did not require a major variation of motor planning. On the contrary, the effects of friction were evident in healthy subjects when they performed the movement slowly. This effect of friction was seen in preliminary trials, but it was not the subject of this study. July 1984 NEUROLOGY 34 873
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Figure 4. A r m abduction movements of a patient with Parkinson's disease (closed-loop conditions). For organization of the traces and explanatory details, see figure 2. On the right of each row there are recordings during motor tasks with expected perturbation (the broken line indicates the beginning of the perturbation). A: before treatment. B: 28 days after the beginning of L-dopa treatment. The EMG pattern shows a clear-cut increase of agonist activity before and during the onset of the movement, with a more marked tendency to inhibition during the movement itself, assuming a ballistic-like aspect. T h e better overcoming of the obstacle (on the right) seems to be related to this major agonist activity; it is followed by a single cycle of alternating activity in the pair of studied muscles. Calibration: 500 ms; 0.5 mV; 10 cm.



In agreement with previous studies on ballistic movement involving p r o ~ i m a l ~ -or ~~ . ~ ~mus-~* distal cles of the arm,ll there was a characteristic triphasic EMG pattern of the initial phase of ballistic movement in fast arm abduction in our controls. Some of our EMG measurements of fast arm abduction in control subjects differed from these reported for elbow flexion'" and thumb flexion.'' Differences in experimental arrangement and in the kind of movement (abduction at a more proximal joint) could partially account for this discrepancy. Nevertheless, in agreement with previous observations,'" D1 was the least variable measurement, and its duration was slightly different from that previously reported for elbow flexion (60 to 105 ms; mean, 80 mslo)and for thumb flexion (52 to 88 ms"). In trials with expected perturbation, control subjects maintained the ballistic EMG pattern. The increase in accelerative force to overcome the obstacle is generated, according to Desmedt and Godaux,23 by altering the number of active units and the frequency of firing; however, in this movement, both kinematic and EMG observations suggest that the increase should be slight. Responses evoked by the change in load during the movement did not seem to occur; similarly, stretch-evoked responses during some phasic movements are reduced or entirely suppres~ed.~~-*~ Patients with Parkinson's disease. As expected from previous studies,'* rigidity and bradykinesia



decreased consistently after L-dopa treatment (table 1)and corresponded to the increase in velocity of the initial movement (tables 4 and 5). These observations suggest that L-dopa acts on neural mechanisms involved in planning accelerative forces for rapid movement, supporting the idea that parkinsonism interferes with the generation of ballistic actions.6 Since ballistic movements have been shown to be largely preprogrammed,l0J1we consider, in agreement with other reports,12J3that the major problem of parkinsonian patients is that their planning of movements is impaired. Nevertheless, defects in the neural mechanisms controlling the execution of movement may also play a role. In this connection, it could be recalled that differences in long-loop reflexes between Parkinson patients and normal subjects have been reported and that L-dopa was able to induce not only a clinical improvement, but also some recovery in the characteristics of long-loop responses.3oOn the other hand, variations induced by L-dopa treatment in movements with expected perturbation (table 6) indicated that treatment improved the ability to program the accelerative force required. In fact, improved planning of the force required to smoothly overcome the obstacle seemed to be the only feature that could explain the increased velocity of the initial movement and the decreased number of grossly impaired performances. In agreement with previous observations in humans6 and animals,"' visual open-loop conditions
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affected motor performance in untreated patients. However, we found no significant influence of openloop conditions after treatment, suggesting that Ldopa improved motor performance in the absence of visual control. The lack of significant influences of open-loop condition after treatment contrasts with previous observations in treated patients.6 The explanation of this discrepancy is not obvious; perhaps the movements we studied were too short to disclose the effects of open-loop conditions, because the briefer the movement, the less difficulty parkinsonian patients have.‘jJ3Differences in experimental conditions could also be involved. We found that alterations of EMG patterns during ballistic movements were common and similar to those previously described.sJ2J3Inability to execute the motor task with a single cycle of alternating agonist and antagonist activity, as normal subjects do, may be the “physiologicalmechanism of bradykinesia.”13 Owing to the great alteration in the EMG pattern of patients, we did not compare EMG characteristics with controls and describe them only qualitatively. It was also difficult to identify agonist activity or to ascertain the beginning or even the occurrence of PI. After L-dopa treatment, the EMG suggested improved force planning; the increase in accelerative force seemed to be achieved mainly by increasing the intensity of initial activity. This increase of initial activity could have been achieved by increasing the number and frequency of firing of active motor units during one or more of the initial bursts.23Overcoming the obstacle also improved; this seemed to be related to changes in the initial agonist activity, increasing the velocity and therefore the kinetic energy available to overcome the load (figure 4). As to postural tremor and burst activity following the perturbation, our results did not offer sufficient evidence to warrant further discussion. In particular, we did not study latencies of bursts following the perturbation, because measurements on paper recordings did not display sufficient accuracy, and burst activity also occurred during the movement in tasks without perturbation. In this connection, it could be reported that oscillatory EMG responses were found by Teraviiinenq2in parkinsonian patients following perturbations (pronating or supinating displacements of the forearm, or displacements that extended or flexed the wrist) especially when they maintained a tonic activation of muscles against the force produced by a torque motor. For a discussion about the nature of responses following perturbations, we could refer to this paper.3z With present methods, we were not able to find any consistent differences before treatment between EMG patterns under open-loop and closed-loop conditions, despite kinematic observations (see Results). On the other hand, after treatment, the same kind of variations reported for closed-loop conditions were present also in open-loop conditions and



in trials with perturbation. Moreover, in these latter trials, a single cycle of alternating activity in the agonist and antogonist muscles after the beginning of the perturbation usually corresponded to the smoother overcoming of the obstacle (figure 4). In general, the patients displaying the worst performance in kinematic and EMG studies also showed more clinical evidence of bradykinesia (table 1). Moreover, although the kinematic and EMG effects of treatment were seen in all patients, there was much variability (eg, the level of significance under “Interaction” in tables 4, 5, and 6); the effects of treatment appeared usually greater in the most disabled patients. However, these aspects deserve further investigation in more patients.
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